How to get to the dorm Peter Schneider from main station in Würzburg

Once you leave the main train station in Würzburg, turn to the right towards the bus station.

The bus station has several stops. You have to go to the second or third platform and look for bus number 214. You can buy your bus ticket from the driver saying you want to go to the final bus stop FHWS (Fachhochschule Würzburg Schweinfurt). You have to pay for your bus ticket in cash, but not with high bills (for example, 50 euros would be too much).

Get on the bus and stay there until the final bus stop (press the red button to make the bus stop).
When you get down from the Bus, turn to the right and then walk straight ahead.

Keep walking straight forward.

Turn to the left at the junction.
Then keep walking straight ahead.

Turn to the left at the junction.

Follow the narrow path, then turn to the right and then continue straight.
You will then see the Dorm at the end of the street.

Walk around the building until you reach Building Number 5, where you will find the Landlord. His Office is located at the UG -1.